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The Monarch Butterfly
● Monarch butterflies ORANGE COLORING

WARNS PREDATORS THAT THEY ARE

TOXIC. 

● The white spots on the tips of their wings

provide camouflage that helps them blend

into the speckled lighting in the forest 

● Monarchs get their toxins by eating

milkweed, their main food source as

caterpillars. 

● After a predator eats monarch, they do

not die but feel so sick that they avoid

them in the future.



The Mourning Cloak Butterfly

● This butterfly is primarily seen in the

winter and lives in the crevices of

trees 

● The wings differ when they are open

or closed to help camouflage them

under different circumstances

● They hibernate in the cracks of trees

during the  winter time, therefore

their dark coloring helps them blend

into the shadows of the trees. 



The Swallow Tail (Tiger) Butterfly
● Tiger swallowtail wing patterns and

shape give this butterfly its name

because they resemble tiger stripes and

the shape of a tiger’s swallow’s tail. 

● Males have yellow wings and black

tiger stripes and females resemble

males with the addition of blue

markings on their hind wings. 

● Females some females have a darker

coloration warning predators to keep

their distance.

● They can lose a wing, without losing

the ability to fly. 



The Wood Nymph Butterfly

● The wood nymph butterfly has a bark

like pattern on its wings, the round

circles on its wing resembles eyes,

warning predators that they are bigger

than they seem. 

● Underneath their wings, their are

brown  rings that mimic the patterns of

a tree stump. 

● The location  and size of eye spots can

vary depending on their environment. 

These are the
butterflies I
observed and
photographed
on the
preserve.



The California Ringlet butterfly

● THIS BUTTERFLY I OBSERVED

FLYING THROUGH THE YELLOW

GRASSLAND AT PEPPER WOOD.

● THEY SEEM TO SIT IN THE

YELLOW MEADOWS AND

CAMOUFLAGE WITH THE

GRASS. 

● Their coloring helps them

blend in with their tan and

yellow landscape. 

These are the
butterflies I
observed and
photographed
on the
preserve.



For listening, I hope
you enjoyed!
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